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Extrasolar planets: a rapidly growing 
field of astronomy



Top Tenz: Top 10 most important discoveries in astronomy 

10. Extrasolar planets



ASTRONOMY’S 50 GREAT MYSTERIES

http://www.astronomy.com/magazine/greatest-mysteries

http://www.astronomy.com/magazine/greatest-mysteries


Main topics in exo-planetary science for 
the next ten years – my view

• Planets formation
• How planets form?
• Why planets have different masses and separation from the stars? What is the impact of 

disk-planet interactions?
• What is the impact of the environment?

• Early evolution
• What is the evolution of young planets?
• How are their atmospheres made and what are their chemical composition?
• What is the impact of planet-planet interactions?

• Search and characterization of habitable planets
• How common are rocky planets in the habitable zone?
• What is the structure of small mass planets?
• What is the composition of their atmospheres?
• Are/will be we able to detect bio-signatures?
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However, situation may differ for specific target groups (M-stars)!



What do we know about how planets form?

Adapted from Mordasini et al. 2015

GAIA SPHERE



Two mechanisms of planet formation
• Core accretion

• Disk Instability



Further complications

• Both mechanisms predict complex interactions between young planets 
and disk

• In addition, planet-planet scattering + tidal migration



A few facts about protoplanetary disks

Mamajek et al. 2009



Origin of HJs



Search for habitable planets:
the role of M-stars

Distance of habitable planets 
from the star depends on stellar 
luminosity

For M-stars the habitable zone 
corresponds to periods of weeks

For Rocky Planets, the RV signal 
may be of the order of 10  m/s

Atmospheric composition of 
transiting planets can be obtained 
from transit spectroscopy



The case of Proxima b 
(Anglada-Escude 2016)



Spectra of the 
planets of HR8799





JWST: study of atmospheres of 
exoplanets

From Batalha et al. 2013



Snellen+



Kepler (NASA)



CHEOPS (CH-Italy-ESA, S-mission, 
launch 2018)



TESS (NASA – launch 2018)



PLATO (ESA, launch 2024)





E-ELT: coupling high 
contrast imaging and 

high dispersion 
spectroscopy



Science of extrasolar planets boosted 
enormous technological progresses in 
the last twenty years

1995 2015

Photometric precision 10-3 10-5

Astrometric precision 1 mas 0.01 mas

Radial Velocity precision 10 m/s 0.3 m/s

Contrast 10-3 at 3 arcsec 3x10-7 at 0.4 arcsec
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TRAPPIST-1 SYSTEM 
(Gillon+15, NASA-Spitzer 2017)

Planetary Habitability: 
TRAPPIST-1d has the highest Earth Similarity
Index (ESI) known (0.90), more than Kepler-
438 b (0.88) and Proxima b (0.87) (University of 
Puerto Rico) 
Equilibrium temperature (without greenhouse
effect) is 264 K (-9 °C), assuming an albedo 
similar to the Earth (0.3). 
ESI is high also for planet e (0.86), with an 
equilibrium temperature of 230 K. 
How observe TRAPPIST-1 planets?
JWST, CRIRES, perhaps also GIANO-B @TNG 
(the M8 star is a bit faint: I=14.0, H=10.7)
But why not ~20 TNG nights this late summer?
We can achieve an overall SNR~300… 


